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The Skeptics Committee was interested to
a
Devlin,
Rona
from
request
receive a
her
test
to
"the Skeptic",
subscriber to
telepathic ability. Such a test would not only
be a scientific, investigatio n of a claim of
but would also provide
ability
paranormal
experience to the Committee as to what was
practice in carrying out such
involved in
investigatio ns.
Committee member Dr Allan Christopher s was
given the task of drawing up an appropriate
test procedure that would be acceptable to
Rona. The approach was to treat the testing as
determine whether the
an initial trial to
the
was observable. If
telepathic ability
testing did show this then the Committee would
wish to test Rona's ability in a more rigorous
manner. By such an approach this testing would
be reasonably simple and straightforw ardo
After obtaining Rona's agreement to the
procedure, the testing took place at the home
of Committee member Joe Rubinstein on Sunday 5
June, starting at 11am. In one room were six
"transmitte rs", whilst in a second room was the
"receiver" Rona accompanied by an observer. The
rooms were connected by an intercom system.
During a test the only transmission from the
first room to the second was by a single set of
"buzzes", the number of "buzzes" being the
number of the test.
In the first room were twenty household
objects, selected on the basis of difference of
shape. (Clock, vase, lamp, pot plant, cushion,
telephone, bottle, cup, book, saucer, table,
chair, basket, fork, knife, spoon, key, pencil,
doll, toy boat.)
Continued on page 2.
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The objects were numbered from l to 20.
At the start of each test, signalled by
a number of "buzzes" - one "buzz" for
a number was selected
test 1, etc.
at random (by a small roulette wheel,
with any number above 20 requiring a
six
the
of
Each
re-throw).
drawing
line
a
drew
"transmitters" then
of the respective object. At the end of
or when Rona or the
three minutes
observer reported the end of that test,
then the next test started. At the end
of five tests, that series would be
ended and results would be compared.
The testing was started with a
the
that
check
to
run*
trial
arrangements were satisfactory. At the
end of this trial run Rona requested
that this trial be made one of the
official tests. This was not agreed to
of the
trial
only a
was
as it
arrangements. Rona said the reason she
asked was that she had received an
image of something sharp and something
the
round, and would like to know
object that was being drawn. The object
that had been selected was the clock
and Rona said " Yes, the clock has
sharp hands and a round face." However
it was pointed out that a number of the
other objects, such as the lamp, pot
plant, telephone, spoon, key, pencil,
doll and toy boat, had also something
sharp* and something round in their
depiction. Rona had in fact written
down "pencil" on her record.
The official tests then started
and at the end of the five tests, the
comparison was made of the received
record with the transmitted objects.
There was no success. (Test 1, table v
bottle; 2, doll v chair; 3, lamp v cup;
4, book v chair; 5, knife v cushion)
mathematical probability for no
The
success in such a series of five tests
is 77 times out of one hundred.
Rona then asked if instead of the
six Skeptics being "transmitters" if a
the
be
could
present
non-Skeptic
but
agr_e ed
"transmitter". This was
after one test Rona said she was not
receiving any image. Rona then asked if
Phillip McKerracher
Committee member
could be the "transmitter" which was
reported
Rona
again
but
agreed
receiving no image*.
Rona then called it a day and we
adjourned to discuss the testing over a
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very pleasant buffet luncheon provided
Rona
Rubinstein.
host Joe
by our
her ability (not
out that
pointed
power) was variable. Rona was advised
the
determine
could
she
that if
conditions under which she could expect
telepathy
mental
exercise this
to
ability then the Committee would be
pleased to carry out a further series
of tests.
* Note. On checking with Rona as
to the correctness of the above report
recalled
she
that
stated
Rona
sections
the three
in
differently
marked. She understood the first test
was not a trial but the first of the
five. The image she had
series of
received was of something very long and
of
sharp and
rectangular and
and
was
Phillip
When
round.
something
sending she had received an image of
half a square. These differences do not
alter the result which are based on the
written record of what was sent and
what was received. They do indicate the
need in any future testing to have
voice communications recorded to avoid
such disagreemen~s.
James Gerrand

THE FALL OF A BREATHARIAN
As mentioned in our last issue,
San
in
organisation ·
sister
our
called
man
a
located
Francisco had
claimed he could
Wiley Brooks, who
air
and
solely on sunshine
exist
without any food whatsoever. Wiley, who
says he has not eaten for 18 years, has
since been spotted coming out of a
groceries
with
Store
Seven-Eleven
including a chicken pot pie, donuts and
hamburgers.
respond to this
How does Wiley
exposure? A junk food addict, he founds
a non-eating movement by the simple
expediency of re-defining junk food as
"not food". It is "not food" because
"food is nourishment" and since fast
food burgers aren't nourishment, voila,
by
a Big Mac is,
eating
anybody
definition, not eating food.
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PARANORMAL
AUSTRALIA
WISEMAN WISE

MANY A TRUE WORD

SPOKEN IN JEST

AFTER EVENT

Correspondent Martin Collins
of
the "Australian" stated that negative
ion generators promoted deep sleep, low
blood
pressure,
the
cessation
of
migraines, the prevention of colds, hay
fever,
asthma, bronchitis
and
hangovers.
Collins stated "An appalling grasp
upon matters scientific prevents your
correspondent
providing•
a
proper
technical rundown." (of the machine)
(Australian 30 April 1983)

URANUS &JUPITER TOGETHER
CAUSED FRASER DEFEAT
Had Malcolm Fraser
known
what
Taralgon (Vic) astrologer Kay Rayner
knew, he would never have called that
early
March
election.
After
all,
according to Rayner, anyone in their
right mind would know that when there's
a conjunction of Uranus and Jupiter,
then things are bound to change.
(Latrobe Valley Express 26 April 1983)

In the 5 cfune 1981 edition of the
"Gold
Coast
Bulletin"
(Qld)
Garry
Wiseman,
"Australia's
foremost
psychic", claimed that Malcolm Fraser
will step down ••• one of the major
reasons is Fraser's flagging health ••• ·
In the
June
1983 edition
of
"People"
Wiseman explains
how
the
prediction came true "indirectly".

OFFER FOR THE BIRDS
Cyril Bryant of Byron Bay (NSW), a
self-styled
Professor
of
Bird
Propulsion, is prepared to give $1,000
to anyone who can disprove his theory
that all birds fly at 36km/h and one
bird cannot overtake another bird in
level flight.
Told that the peregrine falcon has
been timed at 350km/h, Bryant said "So
what, if it flew that fast, how would
it be on landing?"
Bryant bases his theory on years
of bird observations while employed as
a linesman with the old PMG.
(Truth, 18 June 1983)

TIME ILLUSORY
Another word
from the "wise"
Gerry Wiseman. As Australia's foremost
pychic explains it, psychic perception
tends to transcend time, which is "only
a dimension (an illusion if you like)".
Events are perceived in squeezed up

"blocks" so that they may appear to be
looming much closer than they actually
are.
Gerry recommends that pychics who
go into future prediction should go
easy on giving exact times.
(People, June 1983)

Paranormal Australia is a regular feature of "the Skeptic".
We rely on
readers forwarding us newspaper cuttings from throughout Australia on paranormal
topics. Limited space enables the publication of only a few extracts from the
many cuttings sent.
However all cuttings go into our resource library and may
form the basis of later research. Please keep an eye out for suitable cuttings
and forward them to our P.O. Box 1555P, G.P.O. Melbourne.
3001.
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DEYO'S "COSMIC CONSPIRACY" AND SCHUESSLER'S UFO LECTURES
by Ian Bryce
Ian is a communications engineer with a B.Sc.(Physics) and B.Eng (Hons). He is an
The Space Association and Committee member of the
Executive Councillor of
Australian Skeptics.

Several years ago, Stan Deyo, now
a
published
resident in Australia,
and
UFO
propounding
book
weird
his
conspiracy theories. Annoyed by
I
and bogus science,
false claims
commenced a
initiated enquiries and
critique.
When Deyo's ideas seemed to be
dying a natural death, I decided they
were not worth further effort. In 1983
however Deyo re-surfaced, publicising a
with John
UFO's
lecture series on
Shuessler, an engineer working on the
Space Shuttle for NASAa
At $7 a head, the pair eventually
four
for
$40,000
about
grossed
lectures. Deyo's book is still being
have
reviewers
several
and
sold,
expressed a desire for an analysis of
I
Therefore
content.
science
the
alliance
this strange
decided that
warranted further investigation.
DEYO'S BOOK "THE COSMIC CONSPIRACY"
First published in 1978, this book
100,000
now sold approximately
has
copies. None of the serious reviewers
has found any merit in it, and, taken
alone, Deyo and his book would be of no
significance.
The cover drawing is enough to
identify the book's areas of interest.
It contains a pyramid, flying saucers,
a crucifix and a mystical eye.
VALENTICH DISAPPEARANCE
a
with
opens
book
Deyo's
description of the morning he heard of
the disappearance of pilot Frederick
Valentich. Deyo's mental processes are
well described by his own words: "My
from one possibility to
mind raced
felt like a
another"· and "My mind
suitcase - crammed so full it couldn't
be shut."
This famous "UFO kidnapping case"
was investigated by our own aviation
consultant ( March 1982 "Skeptic").
A.R.L. INTERVIEW.
an
page 29 Deyo describes
On
Research
Aeronautical
at
interview
spoke
Stan
Laboratories, Melbourne.

with Dr Tom Keeble, then a director,
and others. To check on Deyo's alarming
Dr Keeble at
account, I questioned
length. It turns out that an interview
took place, but its nature was nothing
like Deyo described, and the engineers
nut. Details of
concluded he was
denials
Keeble's
Dr
and
claims
Deyo's
are given in Appendix 1.

a

RADIO INTERFERENCE
Much of the speculations in "The
confused
are
Conspiracy"
Cosmic
of phenomena well
misinterpretations
known to experts in their field. For
example, on page 43, Deyo wonders what
by "the gigantic
purpose is . served
Frequency)
Low
(Very
VLF
Russian
transceiver at Riga". He suggests the
caused by
is
"beat" characteristic
interaction with a similar secret U.S a
transmitter.
I spoke with an expert of the
International Amateur Radio Union, who
confirmed that the Soviet transmissions
are known as the "woodpecker" and the
their
describes
which
"motorbike",
are
transmitters
The
sound.
fact
in
are
and
well-understood,
early-warning over-the-horizon radars.
Deyo's lack of technical knowledge
is clearly shown in his confusion over
the radio frequencies involved. On page
43 he describes fields of some 10 to
15Hz, and also 14.3Hz. But on page 44
he suggests the frequency is 14,327Hz,
and later 14.3kHz. He has no concept of
numbers or of radio frequencies.
ELECTROSTATIC MOTOR
Among the "Secret Sciences" Deyo
describes as evidence for suppression
is
techniques
scientific
of
Jefimenko's electrostatic motor, which
tapped from the
ran on electricity
earth's atmosphere. Upon reading the
articles he refers to in the Scientific
a
find
we
however,
American,
which
description
straightforward
includes a calculation of the maximum
power available - a whole 0.075 watts
from a 75 metre high balloon!
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TECHNICAL BASIS
Previous reviewers have described
the contorted presentation and factual
errors, but have not felt qualified to
comment on the technical matters. As a
scientist,
I
find Deyo's ramblings
incomprehensible, and his
appendices
quoting other sources are in error.
For
example,
the
Relativity
mathematics of Appendix 5 ends with Ve
= O, and tl = t2. If this was assumed
at the start,
the
whole
exercise
becomes trivial and pointless (try it).
Further, any physics textbook will show
that hc/(e squared) does not equal 137
but 7.7 times 10 to the power 12.
Appendix 3 describes a "gravitator
motor"
(perpetual
motion
machine),
"negative mass", and "improved mass to
weight ratio" - all impossibilities.
ION-POWERED SAUCER-CRAFT
Deyo's design for a vehicle driven
by
electro-gravitic
propulsion
is
comical. His 29 "scientific" diagrams
culminate
in
his
ion-powered
saucer-craft (see figure). Among the
nonsense-sentences
are
"o •• bypassing
the problem of structural fatigue due
to
non-uniform
inertial
shifts",
"laminar fluid
lock", "the spinning
plasmoid
induces
an
anti-vector
current". Further examples are given in
Appendix 1.
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RELIGIOUS REFERENCES
Readers would be puzzled by the
unexpected references to God tacked on
in many places. The description of the
cover painting refers to godhead, the
Messiah and the anti-christ. Appendix 5
concludes
that
God
is a
complex
waveform. The reason for this became
clearer
when I
interviewed
Pastor
Desmond
Nelson,
of the Church
of
Christ,
Armadale, Perth.
Deyo
had
joined
his flock and become a new
Christian just before publishing the
book!
The remaining two thirds of the
book deal with mysticism, and strange
interpretations of the bible. There is
nothing
which
can
be
rationally
examined or tested. Even some Christian
publications
reject
the book after
analysis.
One
describes
it
as
"thoroughly
riddled
with
logical
inconsistencies,
theological fantasy,
awful style, and spurious information."

STAN DEYO:
Author of Cosmic
Conspiracy.

SECRETS OF ENERGY CONSERVATION ON AN
ION POWERED SAUCER CRAFT:
a, The inner turbine holds the momentum relative to
the outer craft.
b. The ions flow around as an air guide and accelerator
c . 90° turns absorbed in centrifugal effect.

.

~

~

• ..

'_ _j___~L.-___,~~:.-ranode plasmoid l

/ ..__ /
cathode ring
extendable landing pods

field control coils1 heat exchangers
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APPEARANCE OF JOHN SCHUESSLER OF NASA
Deyo and his book would hardly be
worth further attention except for the
recent appearance of a space scientist
in Australia in February i983 for a
proposed lecture series
with
Deyo.
Brochures and newspaper advertisements
introduced
John
Schuessler
as Project Manager, NASA Space shuttle
Flight
Operations
for
McDonnell
Douglas, or simply as Head Scientist on
NASA Space
Shuttle. Deyo
described
himself as a Research Physicist, F.B.I.
Advisor and
so forth. Their
joint
lectures would expose flying saucers,
E.T os, death rays and moreo
NASA CANBERRA
While
researching
Schuessler's
background, I spoke to Skylab astronaut
Dr Joe Kirwan, now Australia's NASA
representative. Joe made it clear that
Schuessler does not work for NASA, and
had
not
been in
touch with NASA
Australia concerning the visit. It .is
quite
possible Schuessler works for
McDonnell Douglas, who have contracts
with
NASA,
and
employers are not
concerned about private activities of
their engineers o
MRS LOUISE DEYO
In order to speak to Stan Deyo, I
telephoned
his
home
in
Perth on
February 9. His wife, who has jointly
been involved in publicity
for the
book, said that he was in Melbourne,
very busy doing interviews before the
lecture, and perhaps she could help.
When
I
asked
about
Stan's
qualifications, she replied "He is a
physicist, in that he does his own
private research".
STAN DEYO
I finally traced
Stan
to the
Commodore Hotel and spoke to him by
telephone for about 20 minutes. His
wife had already phoned him from Perth
and complained about my questions, so I
was not well received. Deyo said he
stood by all his claims in the Cosmic
Conspiracy. I quoted several passages
to
him
and
said
they
were
incomprehensible
to
scientists
and
engineers.
His replies were evasive.
When
I put
it to
him that
the,
Aeronautical
Research
Laboratory's
director's description
of
the 1972
interview
flatly
denied
Deyo's

extravagant claims, Deyo replies "What
would you expect him to say?" Finally I
asked his basis for describing himself
as a physicist and he again answered
with a question "What answer do you
want?" My request for qualifications or
experience
met
only
with
further
questions.
JOHN SCHUESSLER
I interviewed John Schuessler for
about 30 minutes. He admitted knowing
of Deyo's book "The Cosmic Conspiracy",
but when I quoted nonsense passages to
him, he resorted to generalities such
as "Many Scientific papers from other
countries are hard to understand."
When I reminded
him of Deyo's
claim that the U.S. base at Pine Gap
has an 8000 metre deep water bore which
acts as an antenna and influences the
world's weather, Schuessler replied "I
don't know about Australia".
In
response
to
the
"Cosmic
Conspiracy" claim that the North West
Cape VLF transmitter (which
I have
visited) can recharge
batteries
in
submarines, Schuessler replied "I have
no way of knowing that."
I
feel
many
engineering
and
science students could carry out the
calculations
to disprove these
and
other claims by Deyo. Why an M.Sc.,
"Head Scientist on NASA Space Shuttle
Project", would be associated with such
an author, remains unknown.
When I asked Schuessler to comment
on
Deyo's claim
to be a Research
Physicist, right against Schuessler's
own resume in the brochure, he replied
"He manages his own laboratory, and
employs people".
SPACE ASSOCIATION PRESS RELEASE
It was apparent that Schuessler
and Deyo were attracting
reasonable
publicity for the evening's lecture. In
fact they were mentioned in the news on
two radio stations and one television
channel.
In the interests of balancing the
reports, I contacted such stations to
inform them of the facts already known.
As an executive Councillor of The Space
Association,
I prepared
a detailed
press release (Appendix 1) which was
sent to the leading media outlets in
Sydney and Brisbane,
where lectures
were
scheduled
for the next week.
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Several reporters telephoned me
for
further details, but unfortunately once
debunked, the lectures were no longer
newsworthy, and several proposed items
were simply cancelled. Such is the lot
of a skeptic o
INFORMATION ON SCHUESSLER FROM THE USA
Following
the
lectures,
received information from the USA on
John
Schuessler's activities, partly
from
our
cousins,
the
Bay
Area
Skeptics, of California. He is well
known as a scientist working for NASA,
and also as a "scientific UFOlogist''.
His
most
famous
case
is
the
cash-Landrum UFO Injury case (described
in his Australian lectures). He has
appeared in "That's Incredible" - along
with
the horse
who can count and
assorted hauntings as I recall.
Further, he is · or was a Deputy
Director of the
Mutual UFO Network
(MUFON), dedicated to "resolving the
mysteries of
the UFO phenomenon by
combining
their
mutual
talent,
research, and investigative efforts."
Perhaps Schuessler's understanding
of physics is not as stropg as his
fascination for
the
macabre. In a
National Enquirer (USA) article of 29
December
1981, . he suggests that
a
recently discovered intergalactic void,
300 million light years across, was
created
in a space
battle lasting
"perhaps just a few hours".
In my physics studies I learnt
that the relativity
of simultaneity
renders short events over such a large
volume impossible.
THE AUSTRALIAN LECTURES
The Melbourne lecture was held at
Dallas Brooks Hall and attracted 750
people o I offered my press release on
Deyo
to
those people
carrying
a
notebook or
tape recorder. Many of
these turned out to be ministers of
religion
Deyo has
attracted some
attention
in
churches
with
his
suggestions
of
a
secret
mystical
authority. My brochure was very popular
and I was surrounded by people wanting
information on Deyo. I made contact
with several journalists
and _peopleinterested in the Skeptics or the Space
Association.
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SCHUESSLER'S SEMINAR
Deyo
introduced
the
evening,
saying
that
Schuessler
came
to
Australia at a great personal risk and
narrowly avoiding bugging. Schuessler
presented
the
first
half
of the
evening.Then Schuessler explained how he
became interested in UFOs, and devoted
much of his spare time to investigating
reports. Some encounters described had
a familiar ring - that of Paul Anders
and.of the boy Landrum with his aunt
and Mrs Cash. Slides graphically showed
burns of various configurations, but
unfortunately
no
routine
medical
reports were given.
Schuessler's
extensive
documentation
also
included
many
drawings
of aliens
and
craft
by
witnesses.
Generally he said little
that critics would need to argue with.
He did however hint that the Federal
Aviation
Authority
seemed
to
be
covering up
several
incidents, and
suggested that the site of a crashed
alien
craft
had
been
robbed
by
authorities during his excavations.
The "Secret U.S. film on flying
saucer experiment" turned out to be
long-since declassified film of a USAF
experimental
l8-foot,
5650-pound,
jet-engine-lift vehicle. It is now on
public view in an Air Force museum, and
has been pictured in a Readers Digest
publication!
DEYO'S DELIVERY
Stan Deyo took over after interval
and claimed that his many years of
research since publishing "The Cosmic
Conspiracy" has made him certain of his
claims.
Man
could
use
current
technology to make a craft fly as UFO
watchers have seen.
He then described the Philadelphia
Experiment, in which (during the war)
electrical pulses
in gigantic coils
-caused a destroyer escort to vanish,
and materialise 200 miles to the south!
Stan confided his own theory of the
effect - the molecules were vibrated at
the
speed
of
light, putting the
ship and crew in an "accelerated energy
state" in which time stands still. For
weeks afterwards the crew could walk
through walls, etc. The audience began
tittering and groaning as they realised
they had paid seven dollars to listen
to unscientific rubbish.
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Deyo
described
at length
the
levitation experiments and mysterious
disappearance of a team led by a Dr
Townsend-Brown
in
the
1950s. Deyo
tracked them down after 30 years and
showed a film of experiments in an old
laboratory. Balsa-wood-and -cooking-foil
models hanging on strings were being
swayed, apparently by electrostatic or
magnetic effects - a trivial schoolboy
exercise.
Dr
Nicholas
Tesla,
an
inventor-cum-ec centric of around 1900,
holds a fascination for Deyo. A film
was
presented
showing
Deyo
demonstrating a Tesla Coil - a large
resonant circuit capable of generating
750 kilovolts, and hence spectacular
arcs. Such devices, he claims, power
flying saucers o Deyo showed how it can
light a fluorescent tube nearby. "If
you know how, you can pass the return
current through the body, safely, using
something
called the
Skin Effect".
Oops! A good dictionary will show that
the skin effect refers to currents in
the surfaces of metals!
UFO levitation operates according
to the basic theory of electrodynamic
physics, Deyo
claimed. We have the
technology
to
make
two
different
propulsion systems. All this research

The following is the text of the
PRESS RELEASE bf the Space Association
on the occasion of the public lecture
"UFOs,
ETs
&
Death-Rays"
of
15
Februaryl983 by Schuessler and Deyo.
Should your organisation consider
publicising this event , there are some
facts you should be aware of.
We are
not familiar with John
Schuessler (though it is clear he works
for McDonnnell
Douglas and not for
NASA). However his host and partner
Stan Deyo is known in Australia.
1. Mr Deyo repeatedly claims to be
Research
Physicist.
Extensive
discussions
with
Stan
and
his
associates reveal that he has no such
qualification
and
has
never
been
employed as a physicist.
2. Mr Deyo's book
"The Cosmic
Conspiracy"
shows
he
lacks
an
understanding of science. His diagrams
and descriptions are incomprehensibl e
to legitimate scientists. For example:
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stopped around 1956. Why? No government
could do this, It must be a CONSPIRACY!
Russia, Britain, USA, Canada, and the
Middle East were mentioned.
Deyo moved suddenly to a film on
Tesla. When this was over, the lights
went on
and the stage was vacant o
Questions
from
the
audience
were
avoided.
AFTER THE LECTURE
As people
were leaving, I was
fortunate to meet the technician who
built Deyo's Tesla Coil at Melbourne
University
in
the
old
Cyclotron
building. Tesla Coils were well known
to the more adventurous experimenters
of
the
day,
and
with
their
well-understood mode of operation, hold
no promise of defving gravity o
As well as ministers of religion
. and the genuinely curious, there were
several
people collecting conspiracy
theories. The local
UFO
group was
represented, and TV Channel 9 spook
expert Kevin Arnett attended.
The Melbourne lecture
attracted
750. In much smaller Perth the audience
was 2500! Fortunately a letter
was
published in a Perth newspaper from Mr
P.
McDonald
titled
"An
evening
F.ncounter of the Absurd Kind".

his drawing of an "Ion Powered SauoerCraft" (page 187 etc) ;
3. As part of his evidence for a
conspiracy,
Mr
Deyo
on
page
29
describes in detail an interview at
Aeronautical
Research
Laboratories
(ARL), Melbourne. This was held with Dr
Tom
Keeble,
then director
of the
Mechanical
Engineering Division, and
two others o Dr Keeble flatly denies Mr
Deyo's account on all points, including
the following:
(a) Mr Deyo's scientific
paper
was
discussed.
Dr
Keeble
reportedly
said
"We
know
your
(antigravity) theory works, and your
model will work". Dr Keeble on the
other hand says that the ARL engineers
could not make head or tail of the
papers.
(b)
Mr Deyo
discribed mind-control
experiments. Dr Keble reportedly said
yes, ARL knew of these, and described a
secret organisation. Dr Keeble denies
this. (c) Mr Deyo reports that Dr Keble
gestured that the room was bugged by
ASIO. Dr Keeble states that this did
not occuro
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Artlcles of Note

Announcing
A Special Conference
of the
Committee for the Scientific Investigation
of Claims of the Paranormal
(CSICOP)

SCIENCE, SKEPTICISM,
and the PARANORMAL

Anyone
interested in
attending
this New York Conference please contact
our Chairman at Box 1555P GPO Melbourne
3001. If you are thinking of making a
trip to the USA about this time, you
could find this a gratifying occasion.

October 28 and 29, 1983
at the

State University of New York at Buffalo,
Amherst Campus
TOPICS
(tentative)

The Evidence for Parapsychology
Paranorm-al Health Cures
UFO Abductions and Cattle Mutilations
Parascience and-the Philosophy of Science
Why People Believe: The Psychology of Deception

SPEAKERS
(other names are bei ng added)
James E. Al cock, York University, Toronto
Step hen Barrett , M.D., Co-chairman,
CS/COP Paranormal Health Claims Subcommittee
Irvi ng Biederman, SUNY at Buffa lo
Mari o Bunge , University of Montreal
C. E. M. Hansel, University of Wa les
Ray Hyman. Stan ford University
Wi lliam Jarvis, Co-chairman,
CS/COP Paranormal Health Claims S ubcommittee
Ph ilip J. Kl ass, Chairman, CS/COP UFO S ubcommittee
Paul Kurtz, Chairman, CS /COP
Robert Morri s, Syracuse University
James Randi. professional charlatan
Attenda nce by preregistrat ion only. for fu rther detai ls. contact Mary Rose Hays.
CSICOP, P.O. Box 229. Ce ntral Park Stat ion. Buffalo. NY 14215 (716-834-32221

SUBSCRIBERS WANTED
Spread "The Skeptic" message and
also help keep the subsription low b y
asking
your
friends
to
become
subs c ribers.
E
7 for the four 1983 issues.
Send Name, Address and cheque to The
Secretary, GPO
Box 1555P, Melbourne
Victoria 3001.

PRES S
COVE RAGE "THE DOWN TO EARTH BRIGADE"
That was the heading The National
Times journalist John Hurst gave to the
Australian Skeptics
in a
one page
spread in the issue of June 3 to 9,
1983. It was a very fair account based
on a telephone interview with Secretary
James Gerrand and a reading of our
activities as published in The Skeptic.
John's interest in our organisation was
triggered
by
the
popular
media
write-ups of reported UFO sightings in
the Bendigo area.
In the media one thing leads to
another. On Thursday 9 June Secretary
James found himself at short notice in
the Melbourne TV studio of Channel 9,
being interviewed by Steve Liebman in
their Sydney studio on their Channel 9
"Today" show. Steve asked all the right
questions and the result was a good
rundown for the viewing public of what
we Skeptics are about.
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Response to our request last year
for astrological predictions published
in daily papers on Friday August 27 and
in weekly magazines for the week August
29
September 3
was good. After
elimination
of duplicate predictions
and those which did
not apply
to
exactly
the
same
days,
thirteen
distinct
predictions were
received.
Indeed,
thirteen
quite
different
predictions were received.
Each of the individual predictions
from each paper was assessed as giving
a favourable, unfavourable, vague or no
predictions for these four categories:
(i)
News, health and general
luck,
Personal relationships and
(ii)
romance,
(iii) Employment and financial,
(iv)
Travel.
Results
of this assessment are
given for two of the star signs in the
Table.
An example of the quite dramatic
frequently
occur
differences
which
between predictions for the same star
sign on the same day are shown in the
box.
Since
astrologers
cannot
even
reach
agreement on
which
heavenly
bodies
should
be used
in
making
predictions,
this
is
perhaps
not
surprising. The inescapable conclusion
to be drawn from the contradictions is
that a considerable proportion of these
predictions,
published
as
facts
(without disclaimers every day in many
papers), are untrue and misleading.
There are a great many unanswered
questions about
astrology
a fact
which seems to appeal to its adherents,
but
which
should on
its
own be
sufficient
to
prevent
regular
publication of unsupported predictions.
No mechanism for astrological influence
can be observed.
(Even if
such
a
mechanism existed, it must be swamped
by more immediate influences, such as
what a person has eaten for breakfast.)
Many predictions
are
therefore
ridiculously specific.
It
is
very
difficult to see how predictions such
can be read from the stars:
as these
important."
" ••• The letter 'E' is
Townsville
Daily
(Aries,
Bulletin)
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THOSE WHO LOOK TO THE STARS *********** *********
HAVE STARS IN THEIR EYES!
by Philip McKerrachei

e-c

>-•.,

LEO - This is the time for you to take the initiative. You will have
luck on your side. RELATIONSHIPS: Your love life will be brighter and
more active than it has been for some time and you will enjoy the
difference. Certain single lions will not be that way for long, just
let nature take its course. MONEY: Some extra coming your way. There
will certainly be an element of luck involved, but you will have to do
a little something to earn any extra you get. HEALTH: You will look
good and feel good and what lion could ask for more?
- Sunday Telegraph, August 29, 1983
LEO - You'll be glad when this week is over! Accidents possible driving
or at work, upsets through uncertain or old people; don't take notice
of gossip, allow tension to make you act hastily. Avoid gambling,
risking savings.
- Sunday Independent, August 29,1983

• .-...-.. ...... .-...-... ****-:I'****
TABLE ASSESSMENT OF PREDICT I ONS FOR Two STAR SIGNS

Your
Stars!

ARIES

LEO
Good

Bad

Vague*

40%

30%

25%

45%

16%

39%

20%

16%

64%

16%

16%

68%

16%

30%

54%

30%

16%

54%

16%

7%

77%

Good

Bad

Vague*

News, Health, and
General Luck.

30%

30%

Personal Relationships
and Romance.

45%

Employment and
Finance.

Category

Travel.

* also includes No Prediction.
I

" .•• Lucky colour is orange." (Leo,
Bulletin)
Townsville Daily
(Libra,
" ••• Lucky numbers 4 and 90"
Sunday Times)
" ••• Around lunch time tomorrow share
a lottery
ticket,
preferably
with a red-headed friend."
(Gemini,
Sunday
Independent)
How
could objects millions
of
kilometers away affect one twelfth of
the population of one planet in this
way? How
could
the letter 'E' be
important to a Chinese? Would driving
through amber lights be lucky? Why are
lucky numbers never zero or fractions
or
negative or
imaginary? Would a
friend with dyed red hair be as lucky?
And why is the moment of birth so
significant?
even
Occasionally,
astrologers
come close to admitting they are making
it up as they go along, by talking
about "vibrations" instead of heavenly
bodies. For example,
" ••• Travel
vibrations are
mixed."
(Pisces, Gold Coast
Bulletin)
The
large
differences
between
published
predictions
are
possible
because no experiments have shown one
method to be more valid than anothero
Indeed, literally hundreds of studies
on
hundreds of thousands of people
spanning
many countries
have shown
there to be no correlation between a
person's
date
of
birth
and
the
perceived accuracy of predictions for
his own or other star signs.
Why,
then,
are
horoscopes so
widely read and accepted? The common
technique
of
merely offering sound
advice and allowing predictions to be
deduced from the subject matter of the
advice,
together
with
vague
and
ambiguous
predictions
allows
astrologers to claim high accuracy and
some respectability. In this respect
they are similar to the quotes often
printed on desk calendars, and to "Dear
Dorothy" columns.
For example,
"You'll become more aware of basic
property
values. Territorial terms
your
will
be
defined.
Protect
interests by becoming fully cognizant
of source material. Some restrictions
will actually prove beneficial. Watch
Pisces!" (Virgo, The Northern Star)
continued on next page
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Anyone attempting to follow this
advice would attribute success to the
influence of the stars, but failure to
being
insufficiently
"cognizant
of
source
material."
Almost
any
restriction can be seen as beneficial
with a sufficiently optimistic outlook
(ask Voltaire!); also, since no time
period is specified, either good or bad
luck
could be
interpreted
as
an
accurate
prediction.
The
rather
sinister caution to "Watch Pisces!" is
so general as to be useless, as well as
being improbable. Do they
seriously
suggest that anyone who happened to
leave the womb between Feb 20 and March
20
(any year)
poses some sort
of
unconsciou~ threat to those who did so
between Aug 24 and Sep 23 (any year)? I
would be
quite insulted if someone
refused to do business with me as a
result of that piece of advice.
There are
many
other ways to
improve the perceived accuracy of any
prediction,
and
they
are
used
apparently deliberately by astrologers.
One way is a self-fulfilling prophecy
such as this:
"Matters out of your past will keep
cropping up during
the day. This
will
be in many small things to
remind
you of times gone by."
(Scorpio, Daily Telegraph)
(How could that show in the pattern of
the planets?)
made
more
Predictions
are
interesting and personal by appealing
to a person's ego:
" •.• Your intuition is invariably spot
Herald, Daily
on ••• "
(Cancer,
News)
" ••• Others must concede that it was
and
your
ability
to
analyse
rationalise
situations rather than
acting on impulse which saved the
day ••• " (Virgo, Weekend News)
LM=O
or to hypochondria:
LM=2
" ••• HEALTH: The usual problems with
the throat."
(Taurus, Sunday Telegraph)
" ••• it is the perfect day too •• make
others realise why
you appear to
have been so distant,
aloof
yet
obviously
deeply
worried latelyo"
(Leo, Weekend News)
reading
a
good
People
enjoy
prediction that gives them something to
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look
forward
to,
while
a
bad
predictions
helps
·' by
allowing
responsibility
to
be
attached
to
heavenly bodies and removed from the
readero Dividing the population into
twelve groups makes the
predictions
more personal, flattering the egoo
Some would argue that relatively
little harm can be done by publishing
astrological
predictions. I do
not
agree; the false resp~ctability thus
endowed by journalists normally careful
to "confirm" their "sources" leads to
wide
community
acceptance of
such
supernatural phenomena. A small section
(about 1%) of the community actually
modify their behaviour as a result of
their predictions, which are frequently
far from harmless. Imagine the possible
consequences of following these pieces
of advice, for example:
" ••• You may not be in the mood for
jokes. Ask others to
keep
their
distance." (Cancer, Sunday Mail)
" ••• There is no way that you can
control or regulate matters relating
to
your
career
or
professional
interests at the moment.a."
(Cancer,
Weekend News)
" ••• check finances
in
detail and
avoid
contact with
foreignerso•o"
(Taurus, Sunday Times)
" .•• Better by far to remain true to
type and let others know when they
have overstepped the mark or taken
your good nature and generosity for
granted." (Sagittarius, Herald, Daily
News)
How on earth do newspapers with
any reputation of objectivity justify
publishing
that
sort
of
amateur
psychology every day? Especially when
it
encourages
people
to
abandon
responsibility for their own lives, in
a most immature manner!
Published horoscopes
should
at
least contain a warning, such as
"FOR ENTERTAINMENT ONLY. KEEP OUT
OF REACH OF CHILDREN."
The
one
piece
of
advice
I
considered really worth taking was that
which constituted the "prediction" for
Cancer
in
"The
Townsville
Daily
Bulletin":
"You can only seek so much advice
from other people. In the end, you
have to make your own decisions. Bear
this in mind today o"
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AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS
PATRONS

Phillip Adams
Dick Smith

NATIONAL AND VICTORIAN COMMITTEE: Box 1555P GPO Melbourne 3001
Mark Plummer
Chairman (Solicitor)
James Gerrand
Secretary (Aviation Consultant)
Joe Rubinstein
Treasurer (Engineer)
Ian Bryce
(Communications Engineer)
Dr Allen Christophers
(Medical Practitioner)
Peter Hogan
(Teacher, Secondary)
Phil McKerracher
(Engineer)
Janet de Silva
(Scientist)
Leslie Vick
(University Lecturer)

"THE SKEPTIC"
Editor: Janet de Silva
Word Processing: James Gerrand, Phil McKerracher
Magician Consultants: Loris Purcell and Mike Wilton
Psychologist Consultant: Logan Elliot

N,S,W, COMMITTEE: 50 Thomas Street, Waverton 2060
Barry Williams (Chairman)
Fred Flatlow (Instrument Maker)
Dr M. Hough (Geologist)
Mr W. McQuire (Air Traffic Controller)
Mr L. Sulligoi (Chemist)
QUEENSLAND COMMITTEE
Dr Ralph Molnar, c/o Queensland Museum,
PO Box 836 Fortitude Valley Qld 4006
R. A. Bruce
Greg Czechana
Bernie Doran
Dr A. Wheeler
Geoff Thomson

S.A, REPRESENTATIVE

Peter Woolcock: 18 Ellis Street Magill 5072

W. A, REPRESENTATIVE

Dave Pascoe, c/- E.C.S. Dept, Murdoch University, WA 6150

TASMANIAN. A,C,T.,

and N.T. Representatives
Not yet appointed. APPLICATIONS are invited from interested
skeptics, addressed to The Chairman, Australian Skeptics,
GPO Box 1555P, Melbourne Victoria 3001
AFFILIATED to: Bay Area Skeptics (San Francisco)

THE AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS is the Australian Section of the
International Committee for the Scientific Investigation of Claims
of the Paranormal (CSICOP). Other national sections are Canada,
Ecuador, West Germany, Great Britain, Mexico, Netherlands and New
Zealand.
A vacancy exists for a Victorian Committee member. If interested
please write to the Chairman at Box 1555P GPO Melbourne 3001.
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DAVID HUME - THE MIRACLE UN-MAKER
by Joe Rubinstein
In my aricle sketching the history
of sceptical philosopy ("2300 Years of
Skepticism" - the Skeptic No. 3 Nov
1981) I briefly referred to David Hume
as
one
of
the
most
important
philosophers
of
skepticism.
Hume
however
deserves
more
detailed
consideration, not only because of his
outstanding contribution to philosophy
but
also as an essayist, moralist,
historian and economist par excellence.
He was very witty, warm-hearted and
sociable;
qualities not
too
often
encountered among philosophers.
David Hume
(1711
1776) was a
Scot and very proud of it. He completed
his studies in Edinborough, travelled
widely and lived in Bristol, London and
Paris. It was in Paris that he was
Secretary to the British Embassy for
several years.
David Humer's major philosophical
works are: A Treatise on Human Nature
( 17 39) , Essays
Moral and
Political
(1741), On Miracles (1748), The Enquiry
Concerning Human Understanding (1751)
and
The
Enquiry
Concerning
the
Principles of Morals. Twice in
his
lifetime
Hume
applied
for
professorships of philosophy - at the
universities
of
Edinborough
and
Glasgow.
Despite
his
fame as
an
outstanding
philosopher,
he
was
rejected on
both
occasions on the
grounds of his atheism. In 1761 the
Vatican put all his writings on its
Index of forbidden books.
Throughout his life Hume, was well
liked
and
respected
by
many
contemporary thinkers and writers. He
counted among his friends the economist
Adam Smith, biographer James Boswell
and writer J.J. Rousseau. His writings
greatly influenced Immanuel Kant, John
Stuart Mill and Adam Smith.
Hume remained a steadfast skeptic
to the end of
his
life. On this
deathbed he was still discussing with
Boswell
the
impossibility
of
immortality, unlike Woody Allan in his
comic film who, while not believing in
an afterlife, plans to take a spare
pair of underpants 'just in case'o
The
great
merit
of
Hume's
philosophy is that he was the first
thinker
to thoroughly
analyse
the
nature of belief.

The
principal tenet of
Hume's
epistemology is that "all our ideas are
copied
from
our
impressions'.
Metaphysics are rejected. Knowledge can
only
be
derived
from
our
sense
perceptions
and
is only
probable.
"Necessity is something that
exists
only in the mind, not in objects". If
we are able to "constantly" observe
that B follows A we can reasonably
expect that these events are causally
connected. The
emphasis here is on
"constantly"o
"We have no other notion of cause
and effect but of certain objects which
have
been
always
conjoined
together •••• objects
have
no
discoverable connexion together; nor is
from any other principle but custom
operating upon the imagination that we
can
draw
any
inference from
the
appearance of one to the experience of
another."
According to Hume we
can form
impressions
(meaning
ideas
in
a
concrete rather than abstract sense) of
events, space, time and identity but we
cannot perceive causality
which can
only
be
inferred.
A
strict
demonstration
of causality
is thus
impossible.
Bertrand Russell, although finding
some
difficulties
with
Hume's
skepticism, finds him hard to refute.
Russell regards Hume as "one of the
most important among philosophers" but
adds plaintively "one cannot but hope
that
something less
skeptical than
Hume's system may be discoverable."
An interesting example of Hume's
philosophy
applied
to
a
specific
problem can be found in the following
refutation of the claims of an infinite
cause,
so
predominant
in
religion-oriented philosophies.
"From
any effect we can observe, we can infer
an unobserved
cause which
is only
sufficient enough
to
produce
that
particular effect
no more and no
less. From any given effect we can
argue to a given cause that is only as
great as that which could produce that
effect. We have never observed effects
other than finite
effects. We thus
cannot infer an infinite cause."
Clearly
we,
the
debunking
skeptics, can see that there is a lot
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we can learn from Hume. "In all the
incidents of life we ought to preserve
our
skepticism.
Nay,
if
we
are
philosophers, it ought only to be upon
skeptical principles ••• ' As
is well
known, the
claimants of
paranormal
powers fall flat on their faces when
they have to repeat any alleged psychic
feat.
Hume required
'constancy' of
effects before even beginning to infer
causes and furthermore would certainly
not accept an inference which is in
conflict with the body of knowledge
already
inferred
from
other valid
observations. If he lived today I'm
sure he would have been a member of
CSICOP.
If he was wrong after all and his
immortal soul is floating somewhere in
the other world, I assume he is an avid
reader
of the Skeptic and for his
soul's amusement I shall conclude with
a little story which I think he would
appreciate, being a expert on miracles.
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In a Sunday school the teacher is
trying to illustrate to the children
the nature of miracles. He gives little
Johnny an example. "Johnny, imagine a
good pious man who decides to climb to
the top of the church tower to admire
the view and, when at the top, slips
and falls down one hundred metres to
the ground, then gets up and walks away
unharmed. What would you call that?"
Johnny: "Coincidence."
The teacher tries again. "Alright,
Johnny. The same man goes up the same
tower, slips again, falls to the ground
a second time and still nothing happens
to him. What would you call that?"
Johnny: "Luck!"
The teacher becomes exasperated.
"Listen to me, Johnny. What would you
call it if the man goes up for the
third time and exactly the same thing
happens?"
Johnny: "I would call that habit."

OBITUARY - BILL COOK

1983:t

A NEW "SKEPTICS" MAGAZINE
We have just received the first
issue of "Skeptica" newsletter from our
friends in Denmark. We
wish Editor
Willy Wegner and the Danish Skeptics
good luck with their new journal.

We regret to report the death of
committee member Dr Bill Cook on May
11th. Dr Cook was aged 74. He was an
original member of our committee.
Bill Cook's
long experience as
Secretary,
and
in
recent
years
President, of the Rationalist Society
of Australia and with other voluntary
organizations was most valuable to the
Australian
Skepticso
He
was
particularly helpful to
the younger
members.
He had assisted in recruiting many
of our members and amazed us with his
wide range of contacts.
Towards the end it was clear his
health was failing though he made great
efforts to attend as many meetings as
possible.
Several of our committee attended
his funeral including James Gerrand,
our Secretary, and Leslie Vicks, who is
also secretary of the Rationalist Society
of Australia.
Eulogies
were
delivered
by
Emeritus Professors Douglas Wright and
Cameron Jackson, and by past President
of the Rationalist Society, Nat Gould.
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We here begin the first of o two-port report by Jomes Randi on o novel experiment that is having romificolions throughout oil parapsychology. - Eo.

The Project Alpha Experiment:
Part 1 . The First Two V ears
What would happen if two young
conjurors posing as psychics were
introduced into a well-funded university
parapsychology laboratory?
James Randi
Generous funding doesn't make scientists smart . . .. Nor are they able to
detect rrickery without help.

When it was announced in 1979 that noted engineer James S. McDonnell,
board chairman of McDonnell-Douglas Aircraft and devotee of the
paranormal, had awarded a $500,000 grant to Washington University in
St. Louis, Missouri, for the establishment of the McDonnell Laboratory
for Psychical Research, it seemed the ideal opportunity to initiate an
experiment I had contemplated for some time. It was designed to test two
major hypotheses.
Parapsychologists have been lamenting for decades that they are
unable to conduct proper research due to lack of adequate funding, but I
fell strongly that the problem lay in their strong pro-psychic bias. The
first hypothesis, therefore, was that no amount of financial support
would remove that impediment to improvement in the quality of their
work. Moreover, I have always been in accord with many others in the
field-such as Stanley Krippner, current president of the Parapsychological Association-who insisted that qualified, experienced conjurors
were essential for design, implementation, and evaluation of experiments
in parapsychology, especially where deception-involuntary or deliberateby subjects or experimenters, might be possible. So the second hypothesis was that parapsychologists would resist accepting expert conjuring
assistance in designing proper control procedures and, as a result, would
fail to detect various kinds of simple magic tricks .
U .K. parapsychologist Trevor Finch had even directly suggested
that the skeptics try to introduce a conjuror into a lab disguised as a psychic. Certainly my plan seemed to be in accordance with the expressed
needs of the parapsychological community.
The director of the McDonnell lab was physics professor Peter R.
Phillips, who had a decade o\interest in parapsychology behind him . He
had declared in the press that the lab intended to investigate psychokinetic metal-bending (PKMB) by children. Accordingly, I asked two
young conjurors who had been in touch with me by mail, and had expressed an interest in my work as a skeptic, to write the McDonnell lab
claiming psychic powers. Our experiment was to be code-named "Project
Alpha."
We learned that the lab had considered some 300 applicants who
contacted them in response to notices in the media. Both my colleagues,
Steve Shaw, an English immigrant hospital employee in Washington,
Pennsylvania, and part-time magician / mentalist, and Michael Edwards,
a student in Marion, Iowa, and well-known there as a magician, were the
only McDonnell -lab subjects chosen from that rather large group of
applicants. They were 18 and 17 years old , respectively, when they began
the project.
We had established well in advance of the beginning of Project
Alpha that at a suitable date we would reveal the deception . Also, the
subjects agreed that, if they were ever asked directly by an experimenter
if they were using tricks, they would immediately answer, "Yes, and we
were sent here by James Randi." They would then answer any and all
questions concerning their involvement.
Even before the boys were tested at the lab, I sent Phillips a list of
eleven "caveats" concerning tests done with human subjects. For
example, I warned him not to allow the subjects to run the experiment by
changing the protocol. Similarly, I suggested that capricious demands by

subjects might well be the means of introducing conditions that would
permit subterfuge. He was warned that reports of conditions should be
very precise, assuming nothing. Above all, I urged that a conjuror be
present. To that end, I offered to attend the McDonnell lab tests at my
own expense, without any requirement that I be credited with any participation, or even attendance, in subsequent reports.
From the very beginning, the researchers ignored the rules I had suggested. As in other investigations, the "gifted subjects" took over running
the experiments. They threw minor tantrums (inspired by similar events
reported to have taken place at the Stanford Research Institute when Uri
Geller was examined there in the 1970s) whenever conditions were not to
their liking .
Though I had specifically warned Phillips against allowing more
than one test object (a spoon or key, for example) to be placed before a
subject during tests, the lab table was habitually littered with objects.
The specimens were not permanently marked, but instead bore paper
tags attached with string loops. Edwards and Shaw found it easy to
switch tags after the objects had been accurately measured, thus producing the illusion that an object handled in the most casual fashion had
undergone deformation.
During one type of telepathy test, a subject would be given a sealed
envelope containing a picture drawn from a target pool. Left alone with
the envelope, the subject would subsequently surrender the envelope to
an experimenter, who would examine it for signs of tampering. The subject would then announce his selection from the target pool. This series
of tests was quite successful-though not overly so, because the boys
realized that 100 percent might be suggestive of trickery. They purposely
minimized their success. The method was easy. Since the envelope was
"sealed" only with a few staples, they removed them, peeked , then
replaced the staples through the original holes! In one case, Michael lost
two staples, and to cover this he opted to open the envelope himself upon
confronting the experimenter . The breach of protocol was accepted . The
subjects had been allowed to shape the experiment.
In other ESP tests, significant results were obtained only when one
of the subjects was aware of the target drawing and was allowed to watch
a TV monitor while the other tried to duplicate the drawing. The laboratory investigators decided, in their official report on the tests, that communication between the two by any means other than telepathy had been
ruled out, since "Though it might seem suspicious that the most significant scores were obtained under just that condition which might have
permitted collusion ... we feel that any hypothesis of normal communication is very unlikely; even the best of our hits are not consistent with
verbal cueing, but rather exhibit consistent resemblances of form without
any semantic relation."
What the experimenters could have been told, if they had been willing to listen, was that the best of conjurors' "mind-reading" tricks are
accomplished by a "hot-and-cold" system of communication having
nothing to do with actual verbalization. Results obtained therefore appear much more striking in nature, and seem to be what might have been
achieved as a result of "telepathic" transference. No amount of acting
can simulate the actual difficulty experienced by the operators of such a
system .
Though no communication took place during these tests, the lack of
"consistent" hits referred to in the quote above would have provided
just the required conditions for acceptance, had the experiment been successful. As it was, another common conjuror's ploy was utilized, giving
an edge to the results that caused some excitement among the scientists .
That "edge" would be eliminated, however, by proper double-blind
evaluation of the data.
(A similar semblance of reality is accomplished by any truly competent "blindfold" performer who has learned the prime directive of that
type of act. 1 recall Margaret Foos, who never did learn that subtlety. She
was a "psychic" child who convinced TV host Merv Griffin and his audiences that she could see while her eyes were heavily bandaged. She appeared rather less than convincing as she walked briskly and confidently
about the audience, simply because it was evident she really could see
even while bandaged. Her act would have been improved immensely if
she had really kept her eyes shut, thus genuinely stumbling about until
she needed to peek.)
One rather naive experiment, conducted with Steve Shaw, involved
a small slab of clear acrylic plastic in which a shallow groove had been
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Dana Fin eman. DI SCOVER Magazine, c 1983 Tim e Inc.

Magicians Shaw and Edwards with Randi after the ir hoax was revealed .

cut. Into this groove was placed a thin (about 1/ 16") metal rod a few
inches long that fit loosely, flush with the surface. It was believed, and so
stated, that it was not possible to remove the rod from the groove by
hand without either overturning the slab or using a tool of some sort.
Steve was asked to stroke the metal with his finger and cause it to bend .
He quickly discovered that the rod.tilted up and out of the groove when
he pressed down upon one end, the flesh of his finger having squeezed
into the groove. He simply removed the rod unnoticed, bent it slightly,
and re-inserted it into the groove, lying it on its side, since the groove was
wide enough to accommodate the bend . Then he stroked and rotated the
rod 90 degrees to make it appear to bend up and out of the groove. The
feat was deemed impossible by trickery .
In another run of experiments, involving an electronic setup, the
boys were asked to shorten the capacity of tubular electric fuses. A current would be passed through a fuse and gradually increased until the
fuse blew out, and that value would be recorded . They obtained excellent
results in this test, seeming to cause premature rupture of the fuses
through mental influence. The reason for their success was simply that
they were allowed to handle the fuses freely . They were able to re-insert
the same blown fuse repeatedly! The circuit had been designed so that
even if a fuse were "open"-already blown-the instruments did not
reveal the open circuit until the current was somewhat advanced. Thus it
seemed that the fuse had blown quite prematurely. Also, the boys found
that by pressing down upon one end of the fuse in its holder, or merely
by touching it briefly while passing a hand over it, the instruments recorded
unusual results that were interpreted by the experimenters as marvelous
psi effects.
Steve suggested that he might be able to affect a video camera and,
while seated before one, staring into the lens, he gestured mysteriously
over the instrument. The picture twice suddenly "bloomed" brightly, the
image swelling and subsiding. This was recorded and subsequently
shown in the official McDonnell lab film . It seemed to the researchers
that this event was not possible by any but paranormal means; yet Shaw
had simply reached forward and turned the "target" control on the side
of the camera-twice-unseen by the lab personnel.
Steve, Michael, and I were in frequent communication by telephone
and were thus able to plan what should be done to successfully get
around the incomplete security measures that had been imposed on them .
The boys were also given small, transparent, sealed plastic boxes to
take home with them, containing various objects they were asked to
affect paranormally. The sealing was done by drilling small holes into the
box and lid, passing fine wire through the holes so as to secure the lid,
and sealing the joining of the wire loop with sealing-wax impressed with
a symbol. The subjects found no difficulty in popping off the seal, open-

ing the box, "affecting" the contents, and replacing the seal. In some
cases they would re-melt the seal slightly to restore it. All three of us were
astonished that the impression was formed by means of a standard
39-cent stationery-store seal bearing either an anchor or a bird symbol.
For less than a dollar, we were able to defeat the security of a haJf.milJiondollar project!
One box had a cork cemented into it and a fuse inserted into the
cork , leaving one end in sight but the whole thing sealed inside. Rather
than fuss with the wax seal, I defeated this one merely by sticking a
heated pin through the mold-release mark on the bottom of the box and
up through the cork until it contacted the concealed bottom of the fuse
stuck in the cork. Another pin was inserted through one of the holes in
the side and contacted the exposed fuse tip. A brief visit to my car battery, and in a flash the fuse was blown .
As in all cases where we had physically interfered with or altered the
equipment, we purposely left positive traces of tampering. Although the
hole in the mold-mark was resealed by pressing a hot pinhead against it,
when the plastic box was viewed from the side the hole was easily detectable. But it was never noticed.
However, this interesting deception fell through for a strange reason. When the lab failed to express enthusiasm over the blown fuse, the
boys asked why. They were told that, in the opinion of the scientists, a
centrifuge could have been used to break the fuse wire! Now the small
mass of the threadlike fuse wire made it unlikely to be broken by centrifugal force, and such a break would be very clearly distinguishable from
a melted one such as the sample produced by our trickery-or one fused
by mental power. So, although for once the scientists were right, it was
for the wrong reason.
The McDonnell lab videotape showed the subjects causing a lightweight paper rotor perched atop a needle-point to turn- in either direction, at their will-while mounted inside what was called a "bell jar." The
terminology was misleading indeed . A bell jar is a piece of laboratory
equipment designed to be hermetically sealed to a base-plate, and usually
capable of being evacuated of air. The actual item used was a glass dome,
the cover of a cheap clock, placed upon a wooden base with a slot to
receive the edge of the dome . A further seal was made by a layer of
aluminum foil that settled inside the recess.
The boys demonstrated that a static-charged comb was not able to
cause a deflection of the rotor because of a special anti-static coating
sprayed upon the dome. But when they replaced the dome, it was an easy
matter to drop a small ball of aluminum foil into the slot, causing the
dome to tilt slightly and provide a gap. By simply blowing surreptitiously
at the base of the dome, the boys could cause air to circulate within and
thus turn the balanced rotor. Changing body position and blowing from a

James Randi is well known to our readers. An internationally renowned magician, he as been actively investigating paranormal claims for the past thirty-Jive
years.
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All through the three-year period that Steve and Mike were at the
McDonnell lab, I continued to write Professor Phillips offering to allend
experimental sessions as a consultant. Phillips seemed quite confident
that he could not be deceived, however, and did not accept my offer.
Then, in July of 1981, I "leaked" broad hints of Project Alpha at a
magicians' convention in Pittsburgh. Eleven days later, I heard that some
rumors had reached the McDonnell lab. This had been done in an attempt
to alert the parapsychologists . Instead, the rumors were reported to Steve
and Mike at the lab as great jokes. They were not asked if there was any
truth to them.

Above: Steve Shaw as seen on the lab's
videotape bending a piece of coat-hanger
wire. A split screen was used , yet his trick
went undetected.

different angle changed the direction of the air movement, and thus the
direction of rotor movement. Since the small ball of foil matched the layer
of foil, it was invisible and could easily be removed after the experimentespecially since the boys were allowed to handle everything freely .
One device developed at the laboratory for testing the Alpha subjects
consisted of an overturned aquarium bolted and padlocked to a stout
table. Objects would be put inside and left overnight. Since the locks on
the doors were of excellent quality, and Phillips wore the padlock and
door keys around his neck, security was thought to be absolute. It was
not. Edwards and Shaw simply left a window unlocked, and returned to
the premises at night. There were several ways to open the sealed aquarium, and they were free to do anything they pleased with the contents,
w°hich were discovered in the morning by lab personnel to have been
bent, twisted , broken, and moved about by mysterious paranormal
forces.
A part of the aquarium test used a shallow box in which dry coffeegrounds were spread in a thin layer. Small cubes and other objects were
placed therein, and were found to have spelled out strange cabalistic
symbols when examined in the morning. This evoked much wonder
among the investigators.
Later in the progress of Project Alpha, the amateur magician who
originated the sealed-aquarium system , and who even now proclaims himself incapable of being flimflammed in his specially of designing untamperable sealed containers, tried to improve upon the aquarium by providing inviolable bot1les. As we shall see, he failed even more spectacularly.
There is no question that the lab personnel believed that Mike and
Steve actually were psychic . They did . It was this belief that made the
deception exceedingly easy, and it was clear that , had the two entered the
arena as conjurors, they could never have gollen away with all they did.
The lab personnel further crippled themselves by referring to the kids as
"gifted psychic subjects," even inventing the term psychokinere to apply
10 them . Simple tricks, performed under very informal conditions of
control, were declared PK events, and careless descriptions of circumstances surrounding performances were wrillen up. These factors certainly
added to the sympathetic atmosphere in which the subjects were operating.
Another factor that led researchers down the garden path was theirtotal , unquestioning acceptance of, and belief in, the work of their fellows in the field. Even the most doubtful results, seriously questioned
and in some cases thoroughly denounced by colleagues, were embraced
by the investigators when it matched their needs . It is apparent that many
parapsychological investigators never do a house-cleaning to get rid of
the obvious trash, and the clu11er that results makes it impossible to
obtain a clear picture of just what their problem is.
Any minor remark or claim made by the subjects that seemed to fit
an outside researcher's notion of reality or fulfilled some expectation was
further evidence to the laboratory investigators that they were dealing
with the real thing . For example, Steve and Mike complained about electronic equipment pulling out "bad vibes," not only to satisfy this established bit of mythology, but also to minimize proper video observation.
Also, they were careful to mention that in early childhood both had experienced electric shocks, after which they had become aware of their
psychic powers. Though not usable as strict evidence, acceptance of these
tidbits further deepened the quicksand into which the researchers continued to sink.

Just previous to this event, Phillips had for the first time actually
written to me for assistance. He asked if I would be prepared to supply
him with a videotape of fake PKMB being performed, along with a revelation of how it had been done. He intended to show it at the forthcoming August meeting of the Parapsychological Association in Syracuse. I
immediately agreed to do so, and within a few days I had excerpted a
number of performances from my videotape library in which I was
shown bending and breaking keys and spoons as well as doing some convincing "ESP" trick s. I supplied two sound tracks, one the original and
the other a running commentary describing in detail the method used . I
threw in, for educational purposes, an episode with Uri Geller in which
he is seen to use exactly the same method in a spoon-bending performance, and is caught on tape doing so.
I felt that rumors of Alpha would reach Phillips at about the time he
had my videotape and that he would be able to examine both his evidence
and mine in light of the possibility that the collusion rumor was true .
In return for my participation, I asked Phillips if I might have a
copy of the McDonnell lab videotape of the Alpha subjects that had been
prepared for showing along with my tape at the upcoming PA meeting.
He agreed to do so; and , just days before the convention, I received his
tape . I drew up a detailed analysis of the tricks shown there, pointing out
that positively unmistakable evidence of deception was contained in their
tape .
At the convention, Phillips showed my tape and his own . An active
rumor began circulating that Phillips and I were working together to discredit the PA, and it was widely believed. It was no surprise that his
announced finding s were received by the parapsychologists with little
enthusiasm - although some of them, Walter Uphoff and William Cox in
particular , were ecstatic. Cox, never one to entertain any doubts, had
written Phillips a month earlier objecting strenuously to his intention of
showing the videot ape I had prepared. He apparently felt that it would
not be good to introduce any doubts whatsoever into the proceedings.
A formal report on the two subjects, prepared by the McDonnell lab
and distributed at the convention, was hastily recalled, and modifiers
("apparently," "seemingly," and "ostensibly") were inserted at appropriate points in the text. It was reprinted and once again distributed. In
somewhat a state of shock, Phillips was cornered by me after the workshop, and I insisted upon showing him and Mark Shafer, his principal
researcher, where the tape showed evidence of fraud . Visibly shaken, the
tw o thanked me for my efforts, and I parted from them reasonably sure
that they had been impressed enough to change their ways.
Upon my return from the convention, I contacted Edwards and
Shaw, and informed them that Phillips was now very suspicious, and
that Project Alpha was probably about to end.
•

In Part II, the author will describe the involvement of other parapsy chologists who were taken in the Alpha net and how.they fought against a
;ational understanding of the trickery that Steve Shaw and Mike Edwards were using. The conjurors worked side by side with two "validated
psychics" whose methods were transparent to them, and their exposure
will be detailed. We will f ollow them to the U.K., where they easily bamboozle the press and psychic aficionados. We will also discuss the outcome, ramifications, and lessons of the Project Alpha experiment. - Eo.
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Book Review
EXPLAINING THE UNEXPLAINED - Mysteries of the paranormal. By Hans
Carl Sargent, Wiedenfield and Nicholson, London UK, 1982. 192 pp.

Eysenck

and

Reviewed by James Gerrand.

My
respect
for Hans
Eysenck,
Professor
of
Psychology
at London
University, has fallen since reading
this book. Hans had earned this respect
by
his
espousing
causes,
often
unpopular, based on his consideratio n
of
the facts. His most famous and
unpopular espousal is that there is a
genetic basis to IQ - 75% nature to 25%
nurture is his conclusion. I have not
read any factual
evidence
by
his
critics
that
outweighs
Eysenck's
evidence. Not so well known is that he
was the first to prominently dispute
that
psycho-anal ysis
is
of
value
greater than the equivalent period of
rest. I understand that there is still
no proven basis for the effectivenes s
of this therapy. Eysenck appears to be
most
respected
for
his
work
on
extraversion /introversio n
where
his
tests for determining this aspect of
behaviour are an accepted procedure.
Dr Sargent, PhD in Experimenta l
Parapsycholo gy,
has
carried
out
research in the Ganzfeld field of the
paranormal - the attempt to activate
psychic power by placing the subject in
an environment al condition of constant
sensory inputs. Dr Sargent has been
prominent in TV and radio programmes on
the paranormal.
My first criticism of the book is
that its title is misleading: nowhere
is the paranormal explained. The second
and
more
basic criticism
is
the
ignoring by the authors of what can be
stated as
the fundamental
law for
investigatin g
the
paranormal:
The
rigour of any investigatio n
of the
paranormal must be sufficiently great
that
the
chance of
human
error,
self-decepti on or trickery is as small
as the
chance
that the event
is
paranormal, that is, not the result of
a normal cause. Over the past four
hundred years science has built up a
framework
of
knowledge
through
repeatable experiments such that the
chance of any phenomena
being
not
explainable in terms of known physical
laws is extremely unlikely.
The authors put forward as hard
evidence for psi (psychical
powers)

claimed performance s of two "PsiStars",
one a medium of the past century, D D
Home, who lived before magician Houdini
destroyed
the
credibility
of
spiritualism , and Paul Stepanak whose
claimed powers in
the 1960s
waned
before full rigour could be applied.
Prominence is also given to the results
of
Schmidt
with
his
Machine
notwithstand ing Schmidt has never made
his raw data available to anyone.
In their search for extra sensory
perception (ESP) the authors cover the
altered states of the mind - dreams,
Ganzfeld,
hypnosis,
relaxation
and
meditation
and
then
move
to
psycho-kine sis
(PK),
"movement
(of
objects) by the mind", with honourable
mention being given to metal bending
notwithstand ing its
now
well known
debunking by magician James Randi. What
appears
true of
all
such claimed
paranormal powers is that they wane and
disappear as more rigour is applied in
the experimenta tion.
From a general statement that the
duty of a scientist is to impartially
investigate
nature,
the
authors
extrapolate to
decreeing
that
all
phenomena should be examined. Now we
live in
a
real
world
and
real
scientists
decide
on
a
field of
investigatio n
where
there
is some
appreciable chance of success and more
importantly some chance of funding as
there
are
nowadays
few
amateur
scientists. An area of nature which is
still
largely
unknown such as the
working of the human mind is a popular
workface where many scientists pick and
shovel. Investigatio ns in the area of
the
paranormal have not shown
any
paydirt so most scientists give it a
miss.
The
authors
accept
that
the
evidence for the paranormal must be
examined critically and be supported by
hard facts. What they fail to recognise
is that the hardness of the facts must
if necessary go beyond
the
normal
scientific procedures because of the
extreme rigour that would be needed to
substantiate
any
paranormal
conclusions .
It
is
particularly
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don't
they
pay
disappointing that
tribute to magicians like Randi and
other
skeptics who
appreciate
the
rigorous procedures needed.
Instead of magicians, the authors
make much of scientists as objective
observers. Now it has been shown many
times that scientists are often very
bad observers. As observers of nature
but no.t often of their fellows, they
can readily be
over-confident. They
often lack an
understanding of how
easily we can deceive ourselves and
even more easily how others can deceive
us. The authors even quote Sir William
Crooks, an eminent scientist of the
last century in support of medium Home.
Now Crookes was a believer in the craze
of that
century, spiritualism.
The
attitude
of
another
but
current
believer in the pa~anormal, Professor
Frodsham of the
Murdoch University,
Perth, is illuminating. He stated on an
ABC radio program that he thought it
much more likely that a protegee of Sir
William's, an attractive 16 year-old
lass, was
possessed
of
paranormal
powers than
a
famous
40 year-old
scientist could be swayed by a young
girl!
Little
mention
is
made
of
astrology: only two illustrations, no
claims in the text. Eysenck did publish
work
claiming
a
relation
between
personality and the planets. However he
withdrew such claims after it was found
the evidence was not sound. The only
claim now made
in the book, as a
comment on a graph depicting the "Mars
Effect" claimed by the Gaguelins, is
that their work provides some evidence
that astrology works. Nobody · else has
been able to reproduce this effect and
as the Gaquelins have not revealed how
they selected
their sport stars it
can't be said that
there
is hard
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evidence for this effect.
The
authors make the claim in
their concluding chapter that a clear
majority of scientists believe that ESP
is either an established fact or a
likely possibility. They
produce no
evidence in support. In fact a strange
basis
of
argument
by
iconoclast
Eysenck! They really reach for a straw
in quoting Carl Sagan, a Fellow of the
Committee
for
the
Scientific
Investigation
of
Claims
of
the
Paranormal (CSICOP), about the origins
of astrology, in a paragraph dealing
t.t.ith the association qf_magic with the
paranormal.
They
could
have - more
usefully quoted magician James Randi,
also a Fellow of CSICOP, for such a
relationship. The
authors
list the
researchers to be expected
in
the
parapsychological
research laboratory
of
the
future;
physicists,
physiologists,
electronic
workers,
p sychologists, but no magicians.
In January of this year, magician
James Randi revealed how he designed an
experiment, Project Alpha, to make good
this omission
of
magicians.
In a
laboratory
for
psychical
research
established in 1979 by a $500,000 award
from the McDonnell Foundation at the
Washington University
in
St Louis,
Randi arranged for two magicians to
pose as psychics. The two were tested
there
after Randi had sent to the
laboratory 's
head
researcher eleven
features to
watch
for
in testing
psychic claims. Notwithstanding these
warnings,
the
two
subjects
were
regularly able to fool the researchers.
James Randi and our Dick Smith can
sleep soundly at night knowing their
respective $10,000 and $100,000 are not
at risk. These are sums which can be
won by anybody who can demonstrate a
paranormal act.
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